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AEA Research Highlights

• Article summaries provide a succinct knowledge transfer from journals published by the American Economic Association.

• Includes graphs, author interviews, videos, data visualizations, photos and related links.

• Listen to article authors discuss their research findings via podcast interviews.

Readers can easily assess the significance and impact of research outcomes through illustrative media:

INTERVIEWS: Conversations with article authors provide expertise and personal insights.
Readers can easily assess the significance and impact of research outcomes through illustrative media:

**INTERVIEWS:** Conversations with article authors provide expertise and personal insights.

**PHOTOS:** Research presented in the context of current news stories and hot topics.

**CHARTS/GRAPHS:** Enhanced with data, infographics, and other presentations of lessons drawn from research.

---

**What is economics?**

Broader audiences gain insight into how the work of economists can help solve everyday problems.

- Is there a dark side to the commodity boom in Africa?
- Are the Olympics ever worth it for the host city?
- When hospitals compete, do patients win?
- What should we do about climate change?
AEA Research Highlights

A Quick and Easy Way to Monitor Key Economics Research Published in AEA Journals

✓ Complimentary access
✓ Dedicated web content editors
✓ Weekly updates and monthly digest
✓ Author interviews on podcast
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